
2020 ENTRY INFORMATION  
MPS NEW ZEALAND NATURAL HISTORY COMPETITION  

Entries for the MPS NZ Natural History Competition are now open. The closing 
date for this annual competition is May 12th 2020.    
Our judge is Bruce Shanks. 

Guidelines and rules for this are as below: 

1. Entries are to be digital and must be sent to 
digital.manukauphoto@gmail.com by May 12th 2020 

2. Members may enter up to 10 images and they must be taken in New 
Zealand. Images may have been entered in other competitions, 
including club night competitions, but may not have been in the top 6 
of previous MPS NZ Natural History competitions and may not have 
been selected for any Trenna Packer Salver Natural History 
competitions. 

3. Digital images should be saved as for our club nights – 1920 x 1080. 

4. Titles as follows – MPS_NH20_1_Joe_Handsome_Scientific_Name_and/or 
Common name.jpg.   No descriptive names allowed eg. Seal at Play. 

5. A judge has been appointed to select the top images for our club 
competition. The top image will be awarded the MPS Natural History 
Cup, donated by John and Margaret Penney. A set will also be 
selected from entries for our club’s entry in the Nature Photography 
Society of New Zealand Trenna Packer Natural History competition. The 
winning images will not necessarily form part of the Trenna Packer entry 
and creating a cohesive set is paramount. 

6. Entrants should abide by the following PSNZ Nature Definition and 
Guidelines, and the Nature Code of Conduct  Briefly no inclusion of 
evidence of the hand of man, no pets or caged creatures.  The 
definition does include birds, fungi, sea creatures, animals, forests and 
vegetation and natural landscapes. 

7. All images remain the property of the photographer. 

8. A prize awards presentation evening will be held on May 26th. 

Lynn Fothergill 
Competitions 

mailto:digital@manukauphoto.org.nz


PSNZ Definition and Guidelines for Nature 2015 Nature:  

Nature Photography depicts living untamed animals, uncultivated plants in a 
natural habitat, geology and the wide diversity of natural phenomena. 
Images of animals that are domesticated, caged or under any form of 
restraint, as well as cultivated plants, are ineligible. The subject must be in its 
natural environment. Photographs of animals and birds living freely within 
conservation or nature reserves are also acceptable. Naturalised subjects are 
allowable, providing they are photographed under natural, not domestic 
conditions. Examples of naturalised subjects are deer, black swan, monarch 
butterfly, briar (not cultivated) roses. Minimal evidence of human influence is 
acceptable for some nature subjects where they have adapted to an 
environment modified by humans. Some examples are welcome swallows, 
shags and harrier hawks. The presence of scientific bands on wild animals is 
acceptable.  

The accurate record of the subject and the natural environment are the 
prime factors. All images must maintain a faithful representation of a natural 
form, behaviour or phenomenon as captured in the original image. No 
elements within the original image may be moved, cloned, introduced, 
deleted, rearranged or combined. No artificial, false or substitute 
backgrounds are to be used. Any manipulation or modification to the original 
image is limited to minor retouching of blemishes and must not alter the 
content of the original scene.  

Resizing, cropping, selective lightening or darkening and restoration of the 
original colour of the scene are also acceptable. Digital techniques that 
extend the capability of the camera may be used as long as they honestly 
and accurately represent the original nature story or event at the time of 
capture. 

Images in New Zealand Nature must have been taken in the natural 
environment of New Zealand or its offshore islands. For all Nature images, 
scientific or common names must be included in the titles. These specific 
changes should be noted: 1. Previous requirements for Natural History are 
now included in the Nature Guidelines. 2. Titles must include the scientific or 
common name (including Maori) of the subject. Interpretive or descriptive 
names alone are not sufficient. 3. The use of artificial or substitute 
backgrounds is now excluded. 4. Photography within nature reserves is 
allowable as long as the subjects are not confined within a cage, pen or kept 
in an artificial environment. 



Nature Code of Conduct 

When photographing nature subjects, there is always a certain amount of 
stress put on the subjects by the photographer. The Photographic Society of 
New Zealand (PSNZ) therefore has put together a series of principles for all 
members when they are photographing or even observing nature subjects, 
so that any stress is minimised.  The welfare of the subject is more important 
than the photograph.  This applies to geological as well as biological 
subjects.  Any local or national conservation requirements must be obeyed.  
This includes getting appropriate permits and observing restricted areas.  
Permission should be sought from private landholders before venturing on to 
their land. There should be minimal disturbance to the surroundings.  It is most 
important that the photographer has a reasonable knowledge of the subject 
before attempting to take any pictures.  For uncommon subjects this 
knowledge needs to be extensive.  It is important that the photographer has 
a general knowledge of other associated subjects so that the process of 
photographing causes no risk or stress to them.  This in particular refers to small 
life forms. 

Compliance with the Code of Conduct 

The aim of this code of conduct is to prevent any damage to the 
environment and subjects being photographed; members of the PSNZ are 
expected to comply with it.  Compliance will be assisted by taking time to 
study the subject to be photographed so as to ensure that it is not 
inadvertently placed at risk.  Where evidence of a serious and deliberate 
violation of this code by a PSNZ member is drawn to the attention of a PSNZ 
Affiliated Club or PSNZ member, it or they will refer the matter to the PSNZ 
Council for consideration. 

The Final Image 

Any nature picture should record the truth of what the photographer saw at 
the time the picture was taken and reflect the competence of the image as 
captured by the photographer.  Digital techniques that extend the capability 
of the camera may be used providing that they honestly and accurately 
represent the original nature story or event at the time of capture. 
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